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United Way Days of Caring
Fall Community Service
Project

On October 12, 2011, the Commercial Department rolled up their sleeves
and held a United Way Days of Caring community service project at
Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston in Houston, Texas. Volunteers
were tasked with building storage spaces and shelving, warehouse
cleanup and general organization for the Meals on Wheels and Refugee
Services programs.

Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston’s Meals on Wheels for Greater
Houston program provides nutritional support to help seniors with limited
mobility and income stay independent and in their own homes. This
program delivers more than 1 million meals each year to seniors in
Harris County. Many of the participants have pets that are such an integral
part of the home-bound senior’s life both for their physical and mental
health. Incidentally, many of the program’s recipients were often feeding
their food to their pets. To make sure the participants in the program were
eating their meals, Meals on Wheels began the aniMeals on Wheels
program so the program’s seniors would not feel compelled to share their
limited food and resources with their four legged friends. Interfaith
Ministries collects donated pet food that volunteers deliver each month to
the cat and dog members of a Meals on Wheels senior’s family. SPLC
volunteers helped assemble storage boxes that were needed for the
bagged pet food until it was ready for distribution.

From Left to Right: Kent Lofton (Interfaith Ministries), Keli Wall, Charles
Purgahn, John Dubois, Jim Schumacher, John Doll, Rob Fleming,
Dennis Hegemier, Tom Gates, Tiffany Ho, Cindy Kirtley, Geoff Gauthier,
Joletta Bennett, Geleta Mekonnen (Interfaith Ministries), Bob Headley,
Alva Sanchez (Interfaith Ministries), Bert Orantes, Thy Phamnguyen
From Left to Right:
Dennis Hegemier
Charles Purgahn
Jim Schumacher
John Dubois
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. . . continued from the cover
Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston's Refugee Services department,
in conjunction with the U.S. State Department, Episcopal Migration
Ministries and Church World Service, resettles legal refugees fleeing their
homeland in fear of political, social or religious persecution and helps
refugees from around the world make new lives in America. Interfaith
Ministries needed storage and shelving to help organize and sort donated
clothing and bedding items, which are used to support the refugees when
they arrive in Houston.
Shell volunteers also helped clean the warehouse, remove outdated files and
paperwork and organize the Refugee Services household items.

“We had a great day and got a lot accomplished, said Tom Gates, Manager
of Oil Movements, GOM Region. “We thoroughly enjoyed working with
Denise Atkerson at Interfaith Ministries.”

Michele Joy

SPLC Volunteers from the Commercial group were: Michele Joy, Bert
Orantes, Cindy Kirtley, Geoff Gauthier, Tiffany Ho, John Doll, Joletta
Bennett, Rob Fleming, Keli Wall, Mike Fleming, Thy Phamnguyen, Charles
Purgahn, Jim Schumacher, Dennis Hegemier, Bob Headlee, John Dubois and
Tom Gates.
For more information on Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston,
visit http://www.imgh.org/
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Zero, Before It Was a Goal
LRG Services is a painting and coating contractor based out of New Caney, Texas. The company is owned by
Larry R. Garza (hence the LRG), and he employs 20 people who perform work for us throughout the region from
Houston to New Orleans and as far north as Capline’s Clinton Station. LRG Services has been in
business, in some form or fashion, since 1982, and they have worked for SPLC as one of our core suppliers
for over 15 years. What makes LRG special enough to be in this issue of the Go Devil is that LRG’s business
insurance provider, The Hartford, recently recognized Larry with a special plaque commemorating his
company’s accomplishment of having never had an employee injury claim or OSHA recordable in over
25 years of coverage.
Larry Garza (right) showing off his commemorative plaque,
and Scott Anderson, GOM Asset Integrity Manager,
admiring his award

Chemical POD Thanksgiving Food Drive a Success
Thanks to everyone for helping to make our Thanksgiving food
drive a huge success! Several boxes of food items were
collected and donated to the St. John Ministry of Care food bank
in LaPlace, LA. Many families were touched by your generosity.
What’s most impressive is that you donated as much money as
you did groceries!
Pictured: Glenda Wactor (St. John Ministry of Care) and Terri Jouty

What Diversity Means to Me...
Every one of us has a unique life
experience that shapes who we are and
how we think. Diversity to me means
welcoming the differences in people, being
respectful of one another, and fostering an
inclusive environment.
~ Margaret McHale,
Offshore Facility Engineer
GOM Region
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“Flying eyes” could help find pipeline threats

Shell Pipeline is testing new technology that will help prevent excavators from striking and damaging
its pipeline network, one of the leading causes of pipeline-related injuries and fatalities.
In late December and early January, an airplane equipped with cameras and sensors flew over Shell Pipeline’s
rights of way (ROW) along the Gulf Coast. Its’mission? To capture video images and data that could help identify
unauthorized construction equipment being used to dig near Shell’s pipelines.

Extra “electronic eyes”

Currently, the company routinely deploys airplanes, each with a pilot and observer,
to monitor activity along its 5,000 miles of narrow strips of land, called rights of way
(ROW), overlaying its buried pipelines around the country. If a potential problem is
spotted, the personnel onboard report it to the regional field offices or Shell’s Call
Center, which dispatches an ROW technician to investigate.

During this technology test, two cameras were mounted on a platform over a port in the bottom of a small twinengine plane to provide an extra pair of “electronic eyes.” One camera was high-definition to capture detailed
images; the other, infrared to spot heat sources and other issues that are invisible to the human eye.
The cameras can tilt and rotate automatically, remaining focused on the ground below, and also can be
monitored and manipulated by an onboard operator with a laptop.

The project was made possible through special Shell funding that supports innovative technologies. During its
first, proof-of-concept phase, which will end in early 2012, the plane will take six flights over a relatively straight
stretch of ROW about 100 miles long. Computers will analyze videos from each trip, comparing them to images
from previous flights to identify changes that could signal unauthorized construction activity along the line. By
looking for colors and shapes associated with certain pieces of equipment and comparing them with a library of
machinery images, the system will reveal the presence of backhoes or other digging equipment.

Step-by-step approach

Because speed of issue identification and response will not be a priority in this first phase, the images will be
processed within 12 to 24 hours after landing. “Initially we will select one vendor to analyze the images,” Dennis
Walker, lead project manager, explains. “However, several companies and organizations, including NASA, have
developed software for this purpose and want us to test it. Once we’ve captured a significant amount of imagery,
we will bring in other companies to demonstrate how their programs would identify threats.”

Adds Consultant David Yoel, CEO, American Aerospace Advisors Inc.,
“During the second phase, which will continue through this summer,
the camera set-up will be refined and enhanced to add additional
sensors and to handle more complex pipeline routes. While the data
will be analyzed on the ground during Phase 1, that function will be
moved to the aircraft, where it will be performed real-time, and an
alarm system will be added to immediately notify the pilot and Shell’s
Call Center if the analysis reveals a threat.”

Phase 3, which ends in December 2012, will incorporate the camera system into
monitoring of Shell Pipeline ROWs throughout the country. “We’ll start developing
statistics on the baseline performance of the system, looking for false positives –
images that look like threats but aren’t – and false negatives – when issues are missed,
which is what we’re trying to prevent.”

In order to benefit the industry as a whole, Shell Pipeline will share its findings with the U.S. Department of
Transportation as well as the Pipeline Research Council International, a collaborative research and development
organization whose members include the world’s leading pipeline companies and their vendors, service providers,
equipment manufacturers and other organizations.
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SPLC Donates Fire Prop to HFD

On November 18, 2011, Shell Pipeline Company LP held a meet and greet with the
Houston Fire Department (HFD) at the HFD Training Academy near Hobby Airport in
Houston, Texas to celebrate the dedication of a fire prop that was donated by SPLC. The prop
consists of a section of pipe together with a valve commonly found on a pipeline system, with one
exception, it is above ground. It was designed
and built by the Colex Maintenance crew,
consisting of Gerald Carabajal, E. B. Flores and Mike
Delhomme, to name a few. The prop will provide fire fighters
a “hands on” opportunity to simulate a pipeline incident or
emergency.
The event also
allowed Shell an
opportunity to
educate the fire
officials on pipeline
operations and how
to recognize a
pipeline release by sight, sound, smell and the emergency response steps
that should be taken during an incident. HFD officials provided a full tour
of their training facilities. This included a state-of-the-art simulator for
establishing incident command and training on hypothetical scenarios.

The following Shell Pipeline Employees were in attendance: Gerald Yandell – Products Pod Operations Manager;
Larry Lamaison – Gulf of Mexico Operations Support Manager; Gweneyette Broussard – Head Office Public
Awareness Director; Phil Barker – Public Awareness Representative Texas Area; E. B. Flores – Maintenance
Technician Colex Area; David Brignac – Gulf of Mexico Public Awareness Supervisor; Rick Ferguson – Shell Oil
Emergency Management Group; Chris Jaech – Captain Industrial Emergency Services; John Trevino – Captain
Industrial Emergency Services; Nicole Jacks – Captain Industrial Emergency Services; Kevin O’Konski – Captain
Houston Fire Department; Charles Price – Sr. Captain Houston Fire Department
For more information visit: http://www.commongroundalliance.com/ and http://www.call811.com/

PreSchool Fire Safety in Carson

Dave Berlanga, Carson’s Terminal Operator,
visited the Crystal Cathedral Preschool to give a
fire safety presentation to the children and the staff.
Here is a quote from the “thank you” he
received…

“You did such a wonderful job of explaining what
the children should do if there is a fire in their
home. They loved having you role play home
rescues with them. It demonstrated how important
it is for a child to let the firefighters know their
location by screaming, ‘I am in here!’ Also, I have
worked here for almost 11 years and you are the
FIRST firefighter to ever do the rescue role playing
and the FIRST to lay down on the floor and
demonstrate the “stop, drop and roll.” We
appreciate your taking time in your busy schedule
to visit our school,” said Marlene Kikta,
school director.
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Identity Theft: Don’t be a Victim!
Did you see this person at Norco recently? If not, then you missed a
very informative presentation on Identity Theft. While a lot of people get
robbed and they see the person robbing them, identity theft happens
and we don’t even realize it. This is happening more and more in today’s
technological world. During the presentation, Terri Jouty read a true
story about how her brother’s wallet was stolen at a gas station (planned
set up) and what he had to go through in order to get his credit back in
order. This story is to let people know that it does happen and it is no
fun and games to correct all the problems. Also, once the topic came up,
there were stories all around the room of things happening recently to
employees. So, if you are interested in having the topic of identity theft at your next Safety Meeting, call Terri
and she can give you the presentation materials. In the meantime, be aware and protect your identity!

Run Greg Run! Runs 1000 Miles in Less than One Year

Carson Distribution Awarded L.A. County 811 Proclamation

The Carson Distribution Facility was recently awarded with a Los Angeles County 811 Proclamation. They were
presented the proclamation at the Board of Supervisors Meeting by the Fourth District Supervisor, Don Knabe,
and by the Mayor of Signal Hill, Larry Forrester. They identified the importance of making a free call to 811 to
reach a local one call center as most critical to safety. When an excavator notifies a one call center before
digging, damage occurs less than 1 percent of the time. Following the meeting that was broadcast on live TV,
safe digging practices were posted to the Board of Supervisors Website, Facebook and Twitter.

Left to right: Alan Caldwell (CX Manager), Don Herman (Aream Manager),
Supervisor Don Knabe (Fourth District), Jessica Neil (Operations Awareness Coordinator),
Larry Forrester (Mayor of Signal Hill)
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Wooden Pipeline Discovered

by Steve O’Donnell

The Wood Stave Line that is pictured was installed in 1917 on Estimate 1636.
Drawing Y-1745 depicts the route of this line, which was from the West Side
Coke Stills (which were located generally where FCCU 1 & 2 were later built)
along South "R" street between Ninth Avenue and First Avenue. The line
was a condenser water overflow line from the WSCS to Alligator Bayou
(which in those days was along the route of Flare Road in that area).

We are currently finalizing efforts to
secure and restore a section of the line
that the CEP (Crude Expansion Project)
team would like to donate to the refinery
museum. This wooden pipeline was in the way of a new pipe rack along
"O" Street. Helping to make this artifact recovery was Retirees Glenn
Cornwell, Jimmy Davis and Willie Lafleur, as well as New Construction's
"Bo" Doyle. Conex crews were involved with site exploration and clearance
for the CEP.

Here are some facts about wood stave pipe from US Patent 4897140: Wood stave pipe is "composed of a
plurality of longitudinally straight but transversely curved wood-staves, the longitudinal edges thereof being
provided with a tongue and groove configuration and being glued together, while being mounted in a sidewise
engagement in a cradle-like mounting means. The pipe-shaped bodies are later processed by milling,
grinding or polishing internally and externally, . . ."
Most likely the wood used in wood stave pipes was cypress. It is in very good condition, considering that it
was probably cut in 1916. The craftsmanship in the line that we found is almost unbelievable. The joints are
meticulous.

Out and About in SPLC

Three SPLC employees participated in the Winnie War Mud Run Greg Smith, David Schion and Eric Book. Pictured are David and Greg
approaching the finish line - both won their age groups and Eric’s son,
Conner, won his age group.

The Chemical
POD Safety team
held their annual
Health and
Wellness Fair on
October 6, 2011
at Norco.
Pictured is
Darren Shipman
getting PSA test.

Process Safety Champions

Josh Young

Alan Light

Kenneth Winchester

Chemical POD Safety Dinner
on October 4, 2011, at
Ruffino’s in Baton Rouge,
where several SPLC
employees received Safety
Milestone Awards.
Pictured: Greg Smith, Eric
Wells, Francis Waguespack,
Rey Prado, Darren Shipman,
Darwin Lyons
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Getting to Know...Melvin “Mel” Duplantis

Melvin “Mel” Duplantis is the Operations Support Coordinator
in the Gulf of Mexico Cluster. His main area of focus is around
the Hazards and Effects Management Process (HEMP), acting as
the Cluster’s HEMP Practitioner as well
as being a member of the North America
HEMP Team. He also acts as the GOM
Cluster OSHA Voluntary Protection
Program Coordinator. Mel has 33 years
of service and joined Shell Pipeline from
the Alliance and Texaco Pipeline. He was
born and raised in south Louisiana. Mel and his wife, Nancy, have three
children Chris (24), Melanie (22) & Ian (14), one cat, one dog and two horses.

What is something most people don’t know about you? I spent 15 years as a freelance newspaper
columnist for the Houma Courier writing a weekly hunting and fishing column. I’ve also written articles for a
couple of Louisiana Outdoors Magazines.
Hobbies: I enjoy hunting and fishing, but my biggest hobby right now is

supporting/coaching my 14 year old son Ian, in his love of competing in various
shooting sports. Ian has been a member of the Terrebonne Parish Jr. Deputy
Shooting Team since he was 10 years old competing in 22 rifle, archery, muzzleloader
and shotgun. Ian is pretty good at all of them, placing 3rd in the state with a 22 rifle
at 10 years old and winning the LA Jr State Championship in 22 rifle last year, but his
love is the shotgun. When he was 10 years old we put a 20 gauge shotgun in his
hands and began throwing clay targets, he hit 8 out of 10 and from that point on he
was hooked. The following year I became a certified LA Hunter Education Instructor
and have been a volunteer shooting coach for the Terrebonne Parish Jr. Deputy
Shooting Team ever since.
The team competes in the LA Youth Hunter
Education Challenge (YHEC) competitions and has
won the LA State YHEC Jr and Sr Championships in
2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011. The top 15 Jr and Sr
competitors from each state qualify to compete in the International YHEC
competition and Ian has qualified for the past three years. This year, Ian
qualified for the International competition and was a member of the five man
LA Jr Gold Team. They competed against teams from across the United
States and came away with six team medals and two individual medals. As a
team they placed 3rd overall in the Jr division and Ian placed as an
individual coming in 3rd in the muzzleloader competition. His team also
placed 2nd in the Jr Shotgun competition.
Ian has far surpassed my shooting abilities so he now has a formal coach and has gotten training from the
2010 NSCA National Sporting Clay Champion, Brad Kidd. Ian is currently the 2011 Louisiana YHEC Jr
Shotgun Champion, 2011 LA 4H State Trap Champion, 2011 4H Southern Regional Trap, Skeet & 5 Stand
Champion and the 2011 LA 4H Crying Eagle Shotgun Champion. He also placed 6th in the International
YHEC Jr Shotgun Competition in Raton, NM earlier this year. In addition, I coach a team called the Bayou
Bandits Shooting Team on which Ian competes. They compete in various shotgun competitions across
south LA. You can follow the team’s progress at bayoubanditsshootingteam.com.

What are your plans for the future? I plan to continue supporting Ian so he can have the opportunity to

achieve his goals in the shooting sports. My long term plan is to retire from Shell in about five years, begin
traveling with my beautiful wife and her horses and begin writing again.
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SPLC Volunteers to Create Floating Islands

Shell Oil Company, in partnership with Coastal Conservation Association’s (CCA)
Building Conservation Habitat Program, Terrebonne Parish Government, Louisiana
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, America's Wetlands, Barataria–Terrebonne
National Estuary Program and other industry sponsors joined together on
September 23, 2011, to rebuild the coastline in Terrebonne Parish with a "Floating
Islands" Restoration Project.

The floating islands project is a relatively new concept for coastal
restoration and habitat enhancement - this is the first floating island
restoration technology that has been used in this way. With just slivers of
marsh remaining in some areas along the coast, the floating islands create
a man made ecosystem that mimics naturally occurring wetlands. They are
made of 100% recycled plastic bottles which have been found to be safe for
marine life, Coast Guard approved marine foam for buoyancy, and held in
place on a PVC pipe frame. The mats, planted with native species, will grow
a root system to the water bottom, trap sediments and grow toward and tie
into the disappearing marsh. It will strengthen and flourish into a
sustainable mass. It will also serve as a fish habitat.

“The Floating Island matrix is designed to give the plants a better anchor to the bottom and increase the
likelihood that they will take hold and begin to grow outward. The ultimate goal is to find a way to increase the
amount of marsh we have by tying these new plants into existing marsh. We’re going to fight to take our marsh
back one foot at a time,” said John Walther, chairman of CCA Louisiana’s Habitat Committee.
Shell volunteered alongside 60 children from two local
schools: Montegut Middle School and Pointe aux Chene
Elementary. They literally created 1,000 ft. of floating
islands and had FUN doing so!

Congratulations to the team who volunteered for the

Island Restoration Project on being selected as the
HSSE & SP Award Winners for the 3rd Quarter 2011. The
members of this team displayed leadership in social
performance by taking part in this worthwhile event and
sharing their time and knowledge with the group of
elementary school student volunteers.
Projects such as these enable Shell to give back to the
community in which they operate and do a tremendous
amount of good for the people who’s lives are touched
by projects such as this one.

SPLC Team Volunteers: Kevin Arceneaux, Keith Bonvillain, Barney Callahan, Dennis Cazenave,
Mel Duplantis, Barry Gilmore, James “Buddy” Hopkins, Randy Jones, Ed Landgraf, Mike Rome
and Kevin Thibodeaux
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3rd Texas Shell Facility Achieves VPP Star Site Status

Congratulations to Colex East/West and Deer Park Rail Terminal on becoming a “VPP Star Site.”

On October 31, 2011, the Colex East/West and Deer Park Rail Terminal celebrated
becoming a VPP Star Site. They are the third Shell facility to achieve the OSHA’s
VPP star site status in the State of Texas.
What is “VPP”? The Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) promotes effective
worksite-based safety and health. In the VPP, management, labor, and OSHA
establish a cooperative relationship at workplaces that have implemented a
comprehensive safety and health management
system. Approval into VPP is OSHA’s official
recognition of the outstanding efforts of
employers and employees who have achieved
exemplary occupational safety and health.

Roger James, Ralph Stonestreet, Terence
Green, Greg Kaul, Gerald Yandell, Roy
Allen, Larry Belcher, Lawrence Miller, Eddie
Garner (OSHA Federal Compliance Officer,
VPP Coordinator)

Roger James, Terence Green, Greg
Kaul, Gerald Yandell, Roy Allen, Larry
Belcher, Lawrence Miller

The VPP committee: Roger James, Lawrence
Miller, Terence Green, Greg Kaul, Larry Belcher, Butch Seeker and Roy Allen

Guests included: Anne Anderson, General Manager S&D–U.S.; Greg Smith,
President, Shell Pipeline Company LP; Carrie Hodgins, S&D US/Canada HSSE
Manager; Sam Gonzales, North America/GOM S&D HSSE Manager; Greg Kaul,
Senior HSSE Advisor; Mel Duplantis,Operations Support Coordinator; Eddie
Garner, OSHA Federal Compliance Officer, VPP Coordinator; David Doucet, OSHA
Area Director for the Houston North Office; Ralph Stonestreet, VPP Mentor (Retired); Mike P. Jackson - Assistant
Police Chief of Pasadena; Chief Lanny Armstrong, Pasadena Fire Department; Richard Lawhorn, Pasadena Assistant
Fire Chief Captain Harris County Haz-Mat; Robert Hemminger, Pasadena Emergency Mgmt Coordinator

Portland Team’s 3rd Annual Food Drive Competition

The Annual Charity Food Drive competition, between the Portland S&D Facility and the
Portland LOBP/DC, raises money and/or collects food for the Oregon
Food Bank. The total amount raised is converted to equivalent pounds
of food (this year $1.00 = 4 lbs. of food) and that number is
divided by the number of EE’s in each facility. The facility with
the highest LBS/EE wins the competition and the “Bragging
Rights.” A plaque is also proudly displayed at the winning
facility, showing the overall results for each year’s competition.

Coming in with another strong finish and retaining
their title for the THIRD Consecutive Year, was the
S&D PORTLAND FUELS TERMINAL with an average
equivalent weight of 327 lbs/person!

Congratulations to the Winning Team!
Portland Lube Oil Blend Plant/DC came in with an
average equivalent of 244 lbs/person!

Paul Katz (representing the Shell Portland S&D Terminal) and
Karla Griffin and Todd Colwell (representing the Shell Portland
Lubricants DC / LOBP) presented a check in the amount of
$1,968.00 to the Oregon Food Bank.

Jointly the teams collect $1,968 + 63 lbs. of food,
for an equivalent weightt of 7,935 lbs. of food!

Excellent job by both Teams !!!!
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Tykeliners

Megan Marie Boudreaux
Born on August 12, 2011
7lbs., 13oz., 19 inches long
Daughter of Rodney & Manderly
Boudreaux

Skyler Ray Goolsby
Born on September 6, 2011
8 lbs., 12 oz., 20 inches long
Grandson of David & Tina
Brignac

Gage Joseph Martin
Born on October 24, 2011
7lbs., 14oz., 19 1/4 inches long
Son of Frank & Brandy Martin

Gabriel Charles Haydell
Born on November 10, 2011
6 lbs., 5oz., 19 inches long
Grandson of Francis &
Stephanie Waguespack

Kaston JaMaal Williams
Born on November 24, 2011
6 lbs., 8.4 oz., 19 inches long
Grandson of Kenny & Wanda
Winchester

Blake Aron Yeater
Born on November 29, 2011
7 lbs., 8 oz., 20 inches long
Grandson of Sandra & Obie
Harris

2012 Diversity Theme
“Communicating & Resolving Conflict across Cultures”

Understand how work behaviors and communication styles are determined
by a mixture of different cultural factors and why and how this can create
tension, misunderstandings and conflict across cultures. Begin practicing
how to communicate and resolve conflict with people from other cultures
more effectively in the future.

“Communicating and Resolving Conflict across Cultures”
February 15th- New Orleans, Louisiana (Wednesday)
10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Quality Inn – 3900 Highway 51 – LaPlace, LA – The Plantation Room
“Communicating and Resolving Conflict across Cultures”
Date: February 16th – Houma, Louisiana (Thursday)
Time: 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Location: Courtyard Marriot – 142 Library Drive, Houma, LA

“Communicating Effectively Workshop”
Date: February 23rd, 2012 (Thursday)
Time: 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Location: One Shell Plaza – L201-L203, 910 Louisiana, Houston, TX 77002
“Communicating and Resolving Conflict across Cultures”
Date: May 14th, 2012 (Monday)
Time: 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Location: Port Arthur Conference Room-5300 Old West Port Arthur Rd.,
Port Arthur, TX 77640

“Communicating and Resolving Conflict across Cultures”
Date: May 15th, 2012 (Tuesday)
Time: 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Location: Two Houston Center, 909 Fannin Street, Houston, TX 77002 –
P2 Auditorium

“Communicating and Resolving Conflict across Cultures”
Date: June 14th, 2012 (Thursday)
Time: 11:30 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Locations: Carson Main Conference Room – 20945 South Wilmington Ave.,
Carson, CA 90810

Irene Juli-anna Rung
Peyton Johse
Born on December 15, 2011
Born on December 27, 2011
9 lbs., 1 oz.
8lbs., 2 oz., 19.25 inches long
Daughter of Errol & Callie Rung Son of Chuck & Natalie Johse
Granddaughter of Howard &
Grandson of Gerald & Dee
Barbara Dean
Carabajal
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Service
Anniversaries

20 Years

Shell Pipeline Company LP
701 Poydras Street Floor 10
New Orleans, LA 70139

David R. Janwich, Port Arthur Area, GOM TECH-MTCE-SUPVR PAPS
Lisa M. Lacy, HOUCBD, S&D FINANCE US
Terry L. Felder, Liberty Station, GOM CAPLINE SPVR3
Charles G. Guidroz, Gibson Operations, GOM OFFSHORE OPERATIONS CENTRAL

30 Years

Rosemary McKay, HOUCBD, PRODUCTS SOUTH SCHEDULING
Shawn H. Hansson, HOUCBD, OPERATIONS SUPPORT
Douglas A. Lowe, Carson Terminal, WR - REGION OPERATIONS SUPPORT
Gregory P. Landry, St. James Operations, GOM CAPLINE SPVR3
Mark S. Landry, Gibson Operations, GOM GIBSON TERMINAL
David J. Stott, Carson Terminal, WR-TECHNICAL CARSON/SOCAL PIPELINE

35 Years

Mark G. Sewall, Houma District, GOM HO-HO OPERS SUPVR1
Curtis W. Chipman, Van Nuys Terminal, WR-SIGNAL HILL / VAN NUYS
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